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O R D E R

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

The Commission entered its final Order in this proceeding
an November 20, 1984. continental Telephone company of Kentucky

("Continental" ), Cincinnati Bell Telephone Company ("Cincinnati
Bell" ), ALLTEL Kentucky, Inc. ("ALLTEL"), GTE Sprint Communica-

tions Corporation ("Sprint" ), ATST Communications of the South

Central States, Inc. ("ATTCOM"), General Telephone Company of

Kentucky ("General" ), South Central Bell Telephone Company

("South Central Bell" ) and the Independent Telephone Group filed
timely petitions for rehearing. MCI Telecommunications

Corporation ("MCI" ) filed a response in support of various

rehearing requests on December 20, 1984, and the Attorney

1 Independent Telephone Groups Ballard Rural Telephone Coop.,
Duo County Telephone Coop., Foothills Rural Telephone Coop.,
Harold Telephone Company, Highland Telephone Coop., Leslie
County Telephone Company, Lewisport Telephone Company, Logan
Telephone Coop., Mountain Rural Telephone Coop., North Central
Telephone Coop., Peoples Rural Telephone Coop., Salem Tele-
phone Company, South Central Rural Telephone Coop., Thacker-
Grigsby Telephone Company, Nest Kentucky Rural Telephone Coop.



General's Office ("AG") filed a response to Sprint's application

for reconsideration on December 21, 1984.

On December 20, 1984, the Commission granted the petitions
for rehearing for the limited purpose of allowing further consid-

eration of them. Sprint filed a motion for leave to file a reply
memorandum to the AG's response on January 23, 1985. The AG ob-

jected to that motion in its response filed January 30, 1985. By

Order dated February 4, 1985, the Commission partially addressed

the petitions by granting rehearing on certain issues involving

billing and collection tariffs. The merits of other issues

raised in the petitions for rehearing are addressed herein.
ULAS Tariff

Sprint requests rehearing on the implementation of the

Universal Local Access Service ("ULAS") tariff. Among other

things, Sprint argues that the ULAS tariff is discriminatory in

several respects, contains reporting provisions inconsistent with

requirements of the federal jurisdiction, improperly applies to
interstate facilities, and is inconsistent with several Commis-

sion policy objectives.
On December 21, 1984, the AG filed its response to

Sprint's petition. The AG contends that it is "no more than a

rehash of arguments already rejected by the Commission," and

"does not constitute a basis for rehearing under KRS 278.400."II

The AG urges the Commission to deny Sprint' petition.

AG's response to Sprint's application for reconsideration,
page 2 ~



The November 20, 1984, Order in this proceeding drew a

clear distinction between the allocation of local network non-

traffic sensitive ("NTS") costs to interexchange carriers and the

appropriate method of recovering these assigned costs. Indeed,

these issues were addressed under different subheadings in that

Order. Similarly, the Commission distinguished between the

desirability of recovering NTS revenue requirements assigned to
interexchange carriers via so-called "flat rates and the spe-

cific attributes of any particular tariff proposal accomplishing

this. According to the November 20, 1984, Order,

.the Commission does see merit in the general
principle of recovering the revenue requirement
associated with NTS plant through flat rates,
wherever possible. This is currently being done in
the case of end users through the payment of local
exchange rates. Ideally, recovery of intrastate
toll-related NTS costs allocated to interexchange
carriers should also be recovered through flat
rates. Abstracting from any issue of cost alloca-
tion, if it is appropriate to levy flat rate
charges on end users to recover assigned revenue
requirement, it is similarly appropriate to levyflat rate charges on interexchange carriers to
recover the assigned portion of costs.
Sprint's petition does not directly challenge the Commis-

sion's determination that intrastate toll services should con-

tinue to contribute to the NTS costs of local networks, and that

flat rate charges on interexchange carriers is an appropriate

mechanism for these carriers to compensate local exchange carri-
ers for the use of their NTS faci1ities. In any event, Sprint

has presented no new evidence or arguments to warrant rehearing

3 November 20, 1984, Order, page 31.



of these determinations. What Sprint has presented is argument

that the ULAS tariff adopted by the Commission has several short-

comings that were inadequately investigated during hearing or not

fully considered by the Commission in its deliberations. These

arguments raise concerns that are specifically related to the

"channel charge" tariff as proposed by Dr. Ben Johnson, witness

for the AG.

The Commission was, and is, fully aware that several po-

tential problems exist with the ULAS tariff. However, the Com-

mission found that every proposal advanced in this proceeding

concerning the treatment and recovery of NTS costs had short-

comings. The ULAS tariff was the only proposal that both re-

quired interexehange carriers to compensate local exchange carri-
ers for their use of NTS plant and accomplished this through flat
rate payments. It was the Commission's opinion that the desira-

bility of these fundamental aspects of the VLAS tariff outweighed

possible problems resulting from the choice of the base (in this

case, channel capacity) upon which flat rates are levied. There-

fore, the Commission chose to adopt the only proposal before it
embodying these aspects with the full realization that modifica-

tion of the specific details of the proposed plan might be

desirable or necessary.

In its attack on the ULAS tariff, Sprint is treating this

tariff as if it were in its final form. This is not the case,
and the Commission clearly did not intend the tariff to be imple-

mented without the opportunity to--while retaining the basic flat
rate structure--incorporate ad)ustments and/or modifications that



could alleviate or eliminate any undesirable properties. In

adopting Dr. Johnson's approach the Commission recognized that

furthex refinement would be both necessary and desirable. The

November 20, 1984, Order provided for a technical conference or

conferences to accomplish this purpose. It further provided

that, "[1]f necessary, the Commission will hold a public hearing

to decide any issues which cannot be resolved by the
„4conference."

As the objections raised by Sprint do not go directly to

flat rate recovery of NTS costs assigned to interexchange carri-
ers, but rather to the choice of channel capacity as the base

upon which to levy these rates, the Commission is of the opinion

Sprint's concerns should be properly raised in comments during

the technical confex'ence phase provided for this puxpose. For

example, Sprint argues that a possibly refined and improved

version of the ULAS introduced in Florida should be examined .
Exhibit A attached to Sprint's petition indicates that the tariff
introduced in Florida is a variant of Dr. Johnson's basic pro-

posal presented in Kentucky, and as such can be properly can-

.idcr < in the technical conference. The a 1le ged im prope r

application of ULAS to interstate facilities also can be most

usefu11y handled via technical conference. In th i e forum

November 20, 1984, Order, page 81.
5 On January 23, 198S, Sprint file a Reply Memorandum to the

AG's December 21, 1984, response. The Commission has not
addressed this reply because it considers the BHNOC tariff as
proposed by Dr. Johnson in Florida simply a variant of the
ULAS tariff proposed in Kentucky.



Sprint would have adequate opportunity to argue its position that

proposed ULAS tariffs contai.n this deficiency. Sprint and other

parties would also have opportunity to propose modification to

the tariff, such as an exemption or adjustment to correct the

alleged deficiency.

Another instance where Sprint can properly make its argu-

ments in the technical conference concerns alleged discrimination

by <he ULAS tariff againet prOVidere Of SWitChed data and Other

specialized services. According to Sprint's petition,
.the twisted copper pair which is used for

local loop — and which represents the bulk of NTS
costs — cannot be used for many applications, such
as high speed switched data and video conferencing.
(Johnson, Tr. at 222.) Accordingly, a provider of
such services derives no benefit fram lobar ms
plant~ and must employ some other means of reaching
customer premises. Nonetheless, ULAS would assess
full per-channel charges upon such a carrier for
the useless "privilege" of usigg the local network.
(Compare Johnson, Tr. at 222.)
However, sprint's cross-examination on this point clearly

establishes that this is not necessarily the case:

Q Dr. Johnson, assuming that there are services
for which twisted copper pair i.s not an appro-
priate means of access, would you assess this
access charge on a carrier that bypasses, for
example, using coaxial cable in order to pro-
vide access for high speed data?

A Unless an exception ie granted, the charge
would apply.

9 Mell, would you grant an exception--

A The Commission can decide which exceptions are
necessary. The--I'm not trying to suggest that
the specific exceptions given in the tariff

Sprint's application for reconsideration, pages 7-8 ~



have to be all inclusive. That there--that
somebody could not come forth with a situation
in which an additional exemption or exception
should be provided. But I do believe in the
principle that we should start with a tariff
which applies in all situations and then make
exceptions as it becomes clear that exceptions
are warranted in tPe interest of fairness.
[Emphasis

supplied'�
)

The Commission is again of the opinion this is a proper matter

for the upcoming technical conference(s).

This Commission and the telephone companies in Kentucky

have had no exper ience with flat rate revenue recovery from

interexchange carriers. Thus, Sprint is alleging effects that
are necessarily unknown in their seriousness and magnitude, even

if the arguments presented in the rehearing petition were cor-

rect. This lack of prior experience and the attendant uncertain-

ty are precisely why the Commission chose to initially recover a

modest amount of revenue via thiS tariff structure. Only experi-

ence wi,ll definitively demonstrate advantages and disadvantages

and possible unintended side effects. This fact should net deter

the Commission from taking the initial steps necessary to imple-

ment. what it has determined to be a fundamentally desirable

access charge structure. The Commission welcomes--and through

the November 20, 1984, Order, has invited--constructive criticism
and suggestions from all parties in order to fashion the most

desirable system of flat rate charges on interexchange carriers.
Therefore, for the reasons listed above, the Commission will deny

7 TransCriPt of Evidence, July 31, 1984, pages 222-223.



Sprint's application for rehearing on the implementation of the

ULAS tariff.
ULAS Payments and the Access Discount

In its application for reconsideration sprint contends

that the Commission's Access Charge Order dated November 20,
1984, should be clarified to apply the access differential (dis-
count) to ULAS payments. Sprint argues that the Order implicitly
makes the discount applicable to ULAS payments. Sprint's argu-

ment is incorrect.

The Commission has determined that jurisdictional local
exchange carriers will recover intrastate NTs costs through a

combination of the Carrier Common Line Charge ("CCLC") and the

residual by means of a flat charge on carriers based on their
total installed channel capacity. In effect, a portion of the

NTS costs will be recovers~ through tho ULAS tariff. The per-

centage of NTS costs recovered by ULAS can be expected to
increase over time as the CCLC is "phased-out."

The Commission notes that in the same time period that the

CCLC is phased-out," and revenues from the ULAS tariff increase,

the percentage of customer access lines served by central offices
providing equal access to Other Common Carriers ("OCCs") is
expected to show a substantial increase. Since NTS charges are
based substantially on the fixed costs of customer access lines,
the increase in revenues collected under the ULAS tariff will
therefore to a large degree reflect NTS costs related to access
lines served by equal access offices.



In contrast, the revenues initially collected under the

ULAS tariff will be minimal relative to the revenues collected
from the CCLC Although a percentage of the revenues collected
under the ULAS tariff will be associated with NTS costs of access
lines served from non-equal access offices, the minimum level of
this revenue argues against att~mpt<r g to apply an access dis-
count to the channel charge. The additional administrative

burden of segregating the originating and terminating channel

points by equal and non-equal access office would simply not be

warranted due to the minimum revenues involved initially. Addi-

tionally, as stated previously, the increase in revenues from the

channel charge will generally be associated with NTS costs
related to customer access lines served by equal access offices.
Therefore the channel charge revenues related to non-equal access
office acce~s 1$ no~ can he expected to be a continually decreas-
ing percentage of the total channel charge revenues, and would

not warrant the additional administrative burden incurred by

attempting to apply an access discount to those charges.
The Commission has therefore determined that the access

discount will not be applicable to channel charges collected
under the ULAS tariff. Sprint's petition will therefore be

denied with respect to this issue.
Equal Access Conversions

In its petition for rehearing ALLTRL has expressed concern

that the Commission's Order of November 20, l984, may be read to
require that local exchange carriers take extraordinary steps to



convert their central offices to provide equal access to the

OCCs. ALLTEL's concern is unfounded.

This case vas not designed, nor vas it the Commission's

intent in this matter, to develop any plan or directive for the

Independent. Telephone Companies to convert central offices to

provide equal access int s r~onr e< t ions. Therefore, an interpre-

tation to the contrary vould be incorrect.
Normally, the provision of equal access interconnections

requires a softvare-controlled electronic (digital) central

office. The majority of central offices in Kentucky are of the

electromechanical type and vere not designed to provide this type

of access. While the provision of equal access is a desirable

feature, consideration must be given to the economic timing of

conversions since conversions can be quite expensive. Should it
become necessary or desirable to consider requiring a schedule of

equal access conversions for the Independent Telephone Companies,

this vould properly be the subject of a separate proceeding.

Therefore the Commission has determined that no rehearing or

reconsideration is necessary concerning this item of ALLTEL's

petition.
Default Traffic

Sprint contends that the Commission erred in its decision
to route all default traffic to ATTCOM. Sprint alleges there is
no evidence upon the record vhich lends any support to the Com-

mission' findings. Sprint contends "there is no evidence that

other carriers lack the capacity to handle default traffic" and

"tn]either is there any relationship betveen 'ubiquity'nd the



ability to carry default traffic on exchanges where originating

is provided." Further sprint alleges "tt)he access charge also

improperly applies to interstate default traffic," thus exceed-

ing this Commission's jurisdiction. Therefore Sprint requests

rehearing to consider alternative allocation schemes for default

traffic end to clarify jurisdiction in the original Orders

First as to Sprint's contention that the Commission failed

to base its decision upon the record as developed in this case,
South Central Bell, General and Cincinnati Bell in the Nay 31,
1984, hearing indicated their intention to route default traffic
to ATTCON in offices where equal access was available'print as

well as other OCCs did not challenge the exchange carriers in

either cross-examination or in their final brief in this case.
Furthermore Sprint during the intervenor phase of the hearing was

given ample opportunity —through its own witness —to propose

alternative allocation methods but Sprint failed to raise the

issue. Thus the Commission's decision was based on the single

alternative on the record

Insofar as Sprint's contention that the Commission should

disregard "ubiquity" in the determination of a default traffic
allocation method the Commission disagrees. The Commission con-

cedes that some OCCs have ubiquitous terminating capacity and in

equal access offices--where OCCs choose to serve--these OCCs have

the capability of originating default traffic ~ However the Com-

mission is concerned that implementation of an ellOCation methOd

Sprint's application for reconsideration, page 24.



for each individual office vould have two undesirable side
effects. First, the Commission is of the opinion that it would

result in needless customer confusion and even adverse customer

reaction during what is already a chaotic period in telephone

service. Second, the value of default traffic vould be diluted

and alternative allocation methods that. the cammission intends to
consider in the future could lose their viability. Therefore by

routing all current customer intrastate default traffic to
ATTCON —the only carrier with the ubiquity and capacity to origi-
nate interexchange traffic statewide--the Commission can avoid

these side effects. Therefore the Commission denies Sprint's
petition for rehearing on the default traffic issue.

The Commission vill clarify its Order concerning its jur-
isdiction over default traffic. Though the Commission is fiatlly

of the opinion that its Order in this matter does not conflict
with either the Modified Final Judgment or the decisions of the

Federal Communications Commi.ssion ("FCC"), it is also fully cog-

nizant that its authority i,s limited to the intrastate jurisdic-
tion and was in no vay attempting to assert jurisdiction over the

allocation of interstate default traffic. .hc Order applies only

to intrastate interLATA default traffic.
Jurisdictional Reporting

Sprint challenges the Commission's decisions requiring

jurisdictional reports of interexchange carriers'raffic based

upon the methodology developed in Administrative Case No. 273, An

Inquiry into Inter- and IntraLATA Intrastate Competition in Toll
and Related Services Markets in Kentucky. The Commission adopted

-12-



this approach for intrastate reporting because in its opinion the
"line order" method currently specified in the interstate tariffs
by the FCC was subject to manipulation. Furthermore, the impact9

of any misreporting of intrastate traffic to Kentucky could have

ramifications for both the interLATA and intraLATA markets.

Sprint has not provided any argument or information in its
application to change the Commission's original decision to

require a reporting mechanism that is reasonably accurate and

less apt to result in misreporting or abuse. The Commission is
aware of the proceeding at the FCC wherein NCI has requested the

FCC to preempt state commissions in this area, but no decision

has yet been rendered. Therefore, Sprint's application is
denied in this regard .

print also challenges the Commission's decision imposing

"account'ing and auditing requirements" since Sprint contends the
f

FCC's requirements take precedence in that field, citing $ 220 of

the Communications Act. The Commission disagrees with Sprint's
contention that this Commission lacks the authority to prescribe

reasonable records Sprint should retain in support of its
jurisdictional reports to local exchange carriers of its
intrastate traffic. Section 220(g) only requires that Sprint's
interstate books of account, records, etc., are kept in

accordance with the PCC's rules, not its intrastate records.

9 November 20, 1984, Order, pages 82-83.
NCZ Petition for Declaratory Ruling, dated September 10, 1984.

ll Sprint's Application for Reconsiderationg pages 14-15.
-13-



Furthermore, the Commission' decision does not provide for
audits upon demand by local exchange carriers as the FCC found to
be objectionable in the 1ocal exchange carriers'roposed
interstate tariffs; the Commission's Order only requires the

retention of records for a reasonable time by Sprint so that if a

dispute arises, information will exist for the Commission to

resolve the controversy.

Access Compensation and Revenue Requirements

ALLTEL

In its petition for rehearing ALLTEL expressed several
concerns with the Commission's findings regarding access

compensation and revenue requirements. These concerns include

information filed by South Central Bell and used by the

Commission to determine access compensation and revenue

requirements, access services rate development, and development

of the intraLATA pool compensation agreement.

First, ALLTEL states that it,
.is not sure of the derivation or accuracy of

the figures submitted by South Central Bell and is
not fully cognizant of any adjustments to the data
which may have been made by either South Central
Bell before su)qission or the Commission during its
annualization.
ALLTEL adds that its concerns are "heightened by the

statements of several other local exchange carriers that the

Commission's findings of their toll revenue requirements are

12 Formerly Allied Telephone Company of Kentucky.

ALLTEL's petition for rehearing, page 2.



inaccurate," that "there is an insufficient record basis from

which to make these findings," that it "has had an insufficient

opportunity to determine the accuracy of these calculations", and

that if its "toll revenue requirements are understated, as it.

suspects, it will be denied a reasonable opportunity to earn a
14fair and reasonable return from its intrastate toll services.

Therefore, ALLTEL requests that the Commission reconsider

its disposition of access compensation and revenue requirements,

and g

.suggests that the Commission clarify its Order
to state that the revenue requirements for ALLTEL
and other LECs [local exchange carriers] are not
necessarily to be used in setting new tariff rates.
If, on the other hand, the Commission intends that
th LECs se the revenue requirement found in the
Order in setting new access charges, ALLTEL
requests the Commission to grant a rehearing on
this matter to allow the production of additional,
up-to-date data by South Central Bell and other
LECs from which thy LFCs'oll revenue requirements
may be calculated.

ALLTEL summar i zes and re i terates its pos it ion as follows c

permanent access charges should be based on
the most current data available. Furthermore,
since permanent rates are not scheduled to be ef-
fective until April 1, 1985, there is not compel-
ling reason or justification for using the figures
determined by the Commission using partial 1984
data. Noreover, it is ALLTEL's belief and under-
standing that the partial 1984 data submitted by
South Central Bell contains errors and therefore
must be corrected to more accurately reflect the
LECs'ctual revenue requirements. Forcing the
LECs to set access charges on inaccurate data may,
and probably would, result in a widespread

'4 Ibid.
15 Ibid., page 3.

-15-



underrecoveyg of access related revenue require-
ments.

rn addition to its concerns regarding access compensation

and revenue requirements, and rate development, ALLTEL states
that the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, can be inter-

preted to exclude local exchange carriers from participating in

the development of the intraLATA pool compensation agreement

outlined in the Order and which the Commission ordered South

Central Bell to file as intraLATA pool administrator. "There-

fore, hLLTEL requests the Commission to clarify its order to

permit other Kentucky LECs to work with South Central Bell in the

development and implementation of this agreement and these

procedures."

Zn its Enterim Order of December 29, 1983, the Commission

approved an interim compensation plan with certain

modifications, to replace the traditiOnal SeparatiOnS and

settlements process, which, historically, had been used to divide

il65g distance and toll private line revenues among local exchange

carriers. The Commission approved the interim compensation plan

pending final disposition of this case and the development of a

permanent compensation plan.

Ibid.
17 ibid., page 7.
18 interim compensation Annex to the Agreement for the provision

of Telecommunications Services and Facilities, November 30,
1983 ~

-l6-



The interim compensation plan was filed on a joint basis

by ALLTEL, South Central Bell, General, Continental, and the

Independent Telephone Graup. The Commission found that the

interim compensation plan provided "a reasonable method of
compensation ta the exchange carriers and a reasonable level of
charge to the interexchange carrier(s}." However, in order to
alleviate doubts expressed by certain parties concerning the

revenue impact of the interim compensation plan, the Commission

also stated "the opinion that the parties to the interim

settlement should be granted the opportunity to monitor the

results af the plan and, if neCeSSary, allOWed tO audit the

results." Noreover, the commission ordered that. south central

Bell, as administrator of the interim compensation plan,

.should report for each exchange company (in-
cluding itself, Cincinnati Bell and the cost set-
tlement companies} by month, the actual interLATA
and intraLATA results of this temporary plan and a
COmpariSOn Of these results by company with the
results that would have occurred for those months
of operations under the existing settlement proce-
dures. This report should specifically identify
the interLATA and intraLATA minutes [of) use, the
amount, if any, of the intraLATA pool's residual ~

the funds by individual average schedule company
that are required ta "make whole", the a~minist~a-
tive costs, network expenses, intrastate afficial
tall and the full distribution at! the remainder to
each company based on the number of access lines.
Further, SCB [South Central Bell] be and it hereby
is authorized to secure any information it needs

19 Joint Comments of Allied Telephone Company of Kentucky, South
Central Bell, General, Continental, and the Independent
Telephone Group, November 30, 1983.

20 Interim Order, December 29, l983, page 4.
Ibid., page 5.



for this report from any of the exchange and inter-
exchange yompanies under this Commission's )uris-
diction.
south Central Bell has filed the information required by

the Commission's Interim Order of December 29, 1983, including

explanations of development sources and adjustments.

Although available to all parties in this case and subject
to audit by all parties in this case, neither ALLTEL nor any

other party in this case questioned the information filed by

South Central Bell and used by the Commission in its Order of

November 20, 1984, to determine access compensation and revenue

requirements prior to the time the Order was issued. Considering

the circumstances, it seems reasonable to the Commission that if
ALLTEL has been and continues to be uncertain as to the develop-

ment of the information, the accuracy of the information, or

adjustments to the information filed by South Central Bell,

22 Ibid., page 10.
23 Cincinnati Bell has separately fi.led the information required

by the Commission's Interim Order relative to its own
operations.

24 To the best knowledge of the Commission, all adjustments to
the information have been noted in South Central Bell'
reports. However, in order to verify that this is the case,
the Commission will require South Central Bell to certify to
the Commission that all adjustments to the information have
been in fact noted in its reports. In the event some adjust-
ments to the information have not been noted in its reports,
the Commission will require South Central Bell to provide a
full explanation of any such adjustments.
Also, for the sake of clarity in the record, the Commission
will advise ALLTEK. and other parties to the case that no
adjustments were made by the Commission in its annualization
of the information, except to exclude official tolls which is
discussed elsewhere in this Order.

-18-



then ALLTEL should exercise its option to seek an audit pursuant

to the Commission's Interim Order of December 29, 1983. In the

event that ALLTEL discovers omissions in the development of the

information„ errors in the accuracy of the information, or
problematic adjustments to the information filed by South Central

Bell, then ALLTEL should provide a report to the Commission

concerning its findings. Since this audit recourse is available

to ALLTEL and in view of the fact that ALLTPL has not raised any

specific allegations, the Commission will deny ALLTEL rehearing

concerning the development of the information, the accuracy of
the information, and adjustments to the information filed by

South Central Bell.
In more general terms, the Commission is fully sympathetic

to ALLTEL's apparent anxiety concerning access compensation and

revenue requirements and the impact that changes in access com-

pensation and revenue requirements, as well as changes in the

overall telecommunications environment, might have on its earn-

ings. Nonetheless, the Commi,ssion cannot rely either on undocu-

mented "statements" made among local exchange carriers or on

hLLTEL's undocumented "suspicions" as bases for modifying its
actions. The Commission is of the opinion that all parties in

this case have had ample opportunity to review the record and

that the record in this case is fully sufficient to support its
actions.

Xn addition to its concern about the information filed by

South Central Bell and the Commission's use of the information to

-19-



determine access compensation and revenue requirements, ALLTEL

requests that the Commission modify its Order of November 20,
1984, to state that. access compensation and revenue requirements

found in the Order are not to be used as a basis for rate

development.

In its Order of November 20, 1984, the Commission allowed

ALLTEL and other local exchange carriers to adopt the interstate
National Exchange Carrier Association Access Services Tariff for

intrastate interLATA use, except as certain modifications were

required to conform vith the compensation plan outlined in the

Order, the Commission's findings relative to billing and collec-
tions services, which is a subject of rehearing, and other policy

matters. Xt is noteworthy that none of these modifications

affected access services rates in the National Exchange Carrier

Association's tariff.
The Commission's action in its Order of November 20, 1984,

means that ALLTEL and other local exchange carriers can adopt

National Exchange Carrier Association access services rates as

effective vith the FCC on May 25, 1984. Insofar as National

Exchange carrier Association access services rates differ from

the interim access services rates in effect under the authority

25 Order, November 20, 1984, page 68.
26 Since there has been some question as to whether the Commis-

sion intended that local exchange carriers could adopt
National Exchange Carrier Association access services rates in
ef feet at the time of its Order of November 20, 1984, or as
proposed in a rate case then pending before the FCC, the Com-
mission vill add this stipulation to clarify the record in the
case.



of the Commission, the Commission recognizes that the adoption of
National Exchange Carrier Association access services rates will

affect the structure of interLATA and intraLATA access compensa-

tion and revenue requirements. However, at the same time, the

Commission recognizes that the adoption of National Exchange

Carrier Association access services rates will not affect the

amount of any local exchange carriers'nterLATA or intraLATA

access compensation and revenue requirements as discussed in the

Commission's Order. The continued assurance of revenue stability
is an essential aspect of the Comm i ss ion' Order of November 20,
1984, and is consistent with the Commission's concern about

revenue stability as expressed in its Interim Order of December

29, 1983.

Access compensation and revenue requirements discussed in

the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, were based on reve-

nues from interim interLATA access services rates made effective
January 1, 1984, and intraLATA pool compensation, including

make-whole" payments and residual disbursements, under the

interim compensation plan approved by the Commission in its
Interim order of December 29, 1983. The aggregate combination of
these sources of revenue generate baseline access compensation

and revenue requirements in 1984 at least equivalent to 1984

settlements using 1983 settlement methodology. Any deviation

27 In fact, 1984 access services revenues and intraLATA pool com-
pensation exceeds 1984 settlements using 1983 settlements
methodology, due to residual disbursements. The availabi.lity
of funds for residual disbursements is due to market growth in
1984 compared to 1983.

-21-



from 1984 baseline access services revenues and intraLATA pool

compensation in the future will result from market forces, rate
case action, or the development of intrastate access services
cost information.

Access compensation and revenue requirements discussed in

the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, have no direct rela-
tionship to any particular set of access services rates or to
rate development and were not intended to be used as a basis for
rate development. Instead, as indicated, access compensation and

revenue requirements discussed in the Order relate to sources of
revenue under the interim compensation plan approved in the Com-

mission's Order of December 29, 1983. In the opinion of the

Commission, with this clarification, it is unnecessary to grant

ALLTEL rehearing on the issue of rate development. Therefor'e,

the Commission will deny ALLTEL rehearing on this issue.
In addition to concern about rate development, ALLTEL

questions the Commission's use of "partial 1984" information to
determine access compensation and revenue requirements.

The Commission agrees with ALLTEL that access compensation

and revenue requirements should be determined based on the most

current available information. Indeed, in its Order of November

20, 1984, the Commission explained that access compensation and

28 Indeed, to the extent that intrastate access services cost
information is not available and to the extent that the Com-
mission's Order of November 20, 1984, does not allocate access
compensation and revenue requirements to any access services
rates, access compensation and revenue requirements discussed
in the Order should not be used as a basis for rate
development.
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revenue requirements discussed in the Order vere based on incom-

piete information and that, as complete information became avail-
able, the information would be updated. In the opinion of the

Commission, no further explanation of its intent in this area is
necessary and ALLTEL should not be granted rehearing on this
matter.

Finally, in addition to its concern about the Commission's

use of "partial 1984" information to determine access compensa-

tion and revenue requirements, ALLTEL requests that the Commis-

sion clarify its Order of November 20, 1984, to allow all local

exchange carriers the opportunity to participate in the develop-

ment and implementation of the intraLATA pool compensation plan

outlined in the Order.

In its Order of November 20, 1984, the Commission ordered

South Central Bell, as i.ntraLATA pool administrator, to "develop

and file with the Commission an intraLATA pool compensation

agreement consistent with the provisions of this Order. „30

Furthermore, the Commission ordered South Central Bell to
"develop and file vith the commission a description of the

procedures necessary to implement and administer the intraLATA

pool compensation agreement. „31

The intent of the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984,

was to develop the record in this case by placing into the record

29 Order, November 20, 1984, pages 44-46.

Ibid., page 90.
Ibid.
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the intraLATA pool compensation agreement that will govern intra-
LATA pool compensation in the future. In so doing, the Commis-

sion did not intend to exclude any local exchange carrier from

participating in the development and implementation of the intra-
LATA pool compensation plan outlined in the Order.

The intraLATA pool compensation agreement and technical

description that the Commission required South Central Bell to
file has been filed and is now a part of the record in this case .
The Commission will allow all local exchange carriers the oppor-

tunity to review and comment, on the intraLATA pool compensation

agreement prior to its approval. Comments on the intraLATA pool

compensation agreement and technical description filed by South

Central Bell should be filed with the Commission within 20 days

from the date of this Order. In the event that the Commission

receives comments that require either a formal conference or a

hearing, such a formal conference or hearing will be scheduled.

Continental

In its petition for reconsideration, Continental states
that the information contained in the tables attached to the

Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, should be "updated to
more accurately reflect actual January through August interLATA

billing, intraLATA pool compensation, and intraLATA private line
settlements." 32

32 Continental's petition for reconsideration, December 10, 1984,
page 1.



As also discussed in the case of ALLTEL, in its Order of

November 20, 1984, the Commission explained that access compensa-

tion and revenue xequirements discussed in the order were based

on information required by the Commission's Interim Order of
December 29, 1983, concerning interLATA and intraLATA access
compensation and revenue requirements in 1984 under the interim

compensation plan. Furthermore, the Commi.ssion explained in the

Order that since a full 12 months of information was not availa-

ble, it had annualized information for the 8-month period

January-August 1984 for the puxpose of illustrative discussion,

and stated that ta] s additional data are filed fxom month to
month, the annualized information discussed in this Order will be

adjusted to xeflect actual interLATA access compensation and

intraLATA pool compensation for the year 1984."«33

Xn the opinion of the Commission, no more complete state-
ment can be made as to the Commission's intention to update the

information contained in the tables attached to its Order of
November 20, 1984, as information becomes available for the

period September-December, 1984. Thus, Continental should not be

granted rehearing on this matter.

In addition to its request that the Commission update the

information used ta determine access compensation and revenue

requirements, Continental also requests that the Commission

reconsider its disposition of intraLATA private line or special
access compensation in its Order of November 20, 1984, stating

33 Order, November 20, 1984, page 45.
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that the Commission changed the method of intraLATA private line
34or special access compensation among local exchange carriers.

Under the i n ter im compensation plan outlined i n the Can-

mission's Interim Order of December 29, 19S3, intraLATA private

line and foreign exchange or special access compensation is sep-

arate from other intraLATA pool compensation, which involves the

di.stribution of intraLATA message and wide area telecommunica-

tions toll revenues. In its Order of November 20, 1984, the Com-

mission combined intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or

special access compensation with other intraLATA pool compensa-

tion.
Continental requests that the Commission reconsider the

change in intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special
access compensation for two reasons. First, Continental cites
administrative reasons. Neither interLATA nor intraLATA private

line and foreign exchange or special access billing is part of

any automated billing system and to mechanize intraLATA private
line and foreign exchange or special access billing would impose

an unreasonable burden on local exchange carriers. Second,

Continental cites the status of interstate private line and for-
eign exchange or special acceas tariffs, which local exchange

carriers generally desire to mirror for intrastate use. That is,

34 Continental's petition for reconsideration, December 10, 1984,
pages 1-2.
Although its petition is not explicit, presumably, Continental
intends to include intraLATA foreign exchange compensation in
its discussion of private line or special access.



the FCC has not given final approval to any interstate private

line and foreign exchange or special access tariffs.
For these reasons, Continental recommends that the Commis-

sion modify its Order of November 20, 1984, and allow intraLATA

private line and foreign exchange or special access compensation

on the following basis:

A separate pool would be administered for intraLATA
private line. IntraLATA private line revenues
would be turned over to the pool. Each company
would compute a private line cost per circuit,
based on the 1983 cost study, and apply it to the
number of "ircuits for 1984. This would gq each
company's intraLATA private line settlement.

The intent of the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984,

was to simplify intraLATA pool compensation by combining intra-

LATA private line and foreign exchange or special access compen-

sation with other intraLATA pool compensation. Ho~ever, if com-

bining intraLATA private 1ine and foreign exchange or special

access compensation with other intraLATA pool compensation causes

unforeseen administrative difficulties, as indicated by

Continental as well as other parties in this case, then the Com-

mission vill modify the Order and al1ow intraLATA private line

and foreign exchange or special access compensation to continue

on a separate basis, consistent with the guidelines established

in the Commission's Xnterim Order of December 29@ 1983'nd its
Order of November 20, 1984. Such action will not affect intra-

LATA private line and foreign exchange or special access or other

intraLATA pool compensation to any local exchange carrier.

Ibid., page 2.
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Under the Commission's Interim 'Order of December 29, 1983,

1984 intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special
access compensation is based on 1983 cost schedule or 1966

average cost schedule cost per circuit applied to the number of

circuits in service in 1984. This is the basis of
Continental's recommendation concerning the determination of

intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special access

compensation.

At this time, the commission vill not change the method of

determining intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or

special access compensation authorized in its Interim Order of

December 29, 1983, due to the unknown revenue consequences of any

change, except that, in order to make its intent clear, the corn-

mission states that 1985 intraLATA private line and foreign

exchange or special access compensation should continue on the

basis of 1983 cost schedule or 1966 average cost schedule cost

per circuit applied to the number of circuits in service in 1985.

That is< in effect, the cost basis on which intraLATA private

line and foreign exchange or special access compensat,ion occurs

should not be changed without evidentiary showing before the

Commisb ion ~

Also, the commission hereby advises all parties in this
case that it desires to entertain an alternative method of

36 'The 1966 private line average cost schedule negotiated between
ATILT and the United states Independent Telephone Association
is the most. recent avai.lable private 1ine average cost
schedule.



determining intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or
special access compensation, at some future time. The Commission

is of the opinion that intraLATA private line and foreign

exchange or special access compensation should occur on the basis
of a local exchange carrier's intraLATA private line and foreign
exchange or special access rates, rather than on the basis of37

cost schedule or average cost schedule cost per circuit, which

may or may not bear any relationship to a local exchange

carrier's intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special
access rates. Therefore, the Commission will require South

Central Bell, as administrator of the intraLATA private line and

foreign or special access compensation plan, to file a revised

intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special access
compensation plan{s), consistent with the Commission's

observations and including a detailed analysis of revenue impact,

at such time as South Central Bell can develop an alternative
plan{s) and related information.

In the opinion of the Commission, matching intraLATA private37
line and foreign exchange or special access compensation with
intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special access
rates is reasonable. However, the Commission's opinion is not
intended to preclude the consideration of other alternatives.
For example, the intraLATA message and wide area telecommuni-
cations pool is funded through uniform intraLATA toll sched-
ules, while local exchange carrier intraLATA pool compensation
occurs on the basis of interLATA access services rates applied
to the intraLATA environment. A similar mechanism may be
appropriate relative to the intraLATA private line and foreign
exchange or special access pool.
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General

General raised three issues concerning access compensation

and revenue requirements in its petition for rehearing. These

issues include the tables attached to the Commission's Order of

November 20, 1984, and two ordering paragraphs in the Order.

First, among the issue areas in General's petition for

rehearing, General states that certain information contained in

the tables attached to the Commission's Order of November 20,

1984, is incorrect and should be corrected by a Supplemental

Order.38

At this time, the Commission will not issue a Supplemental

Order to correct any information contained in the tables attached

to its Order of November 20, 1984, pending the availability of

final 1984 access compensation and revenue requirements informa-

tion, the content of which may be somewhat modified by this

Order.

concerns.

Nonetheless, the Commission will address General'

Specifically, General states that Table 1, Total Revenue

Requirement, 'does not reflect General's current revenue require-

ment.'ccording to General, the revenue requirement stated in

Table 1,
.is the 1984 estimate for switched services

~hich was developed and furnished in the third
quarter of 1983 before definitive information
became available...does not include the private
line estimate. . .fandom needs to he corrected to

38 General's petition for rehearing, page 2.
39 Ibid.



include private line, and should be updated to
reflect th@0 current 1984 levels of expense and
investment.

It is unclear as to what estimate of switched services

General is referring to in its Petition for Rehearing. Presuma-

bly, it is an estimate that is not itself a part of the record in

this case, but which was furnished to South Central Bell and used

to estimate 1984 interLATA and intraLATA message and wide area

telecommunications services settlements under the 'Interim Com-

pensation Annex to the Agreement for the Provision of Telecommun-

ications Services and Facilities," approved by the Commission in

its Order of December 29, 1983. In any event, in its Order of
November 20, 1984 'he Commission based its findings concerning

General's access compensation and revenue requirements on

General's own representation of its interLATA access compensation

and revenue requirement as filed with the Commission on August

14, 1984, and information required by the Commission's Interim

Order of December 29, 1983, concerning intraLATA access

compensation and revenue requirement in 1984 under the interim

compensation plan. As such, no estimated information has been or

will be involved in the Commission' findings concerning

General's access compensation and revenue requirements. Instead,

40 Ibid. Although its petition is not explicit, as in the case
of Continental, presumably, General intends to include intra-
LATA foreign exchange in its discussion of private line or
special access.

41 See Attachment to Interim Compensation Annex to the Agreement
for the Provision of Telecommunications Services and Facili-
ties, November 30, 1983.



the Commission's findings concerning General's access compensa-

tion and revenue requirements have been and will continue to be

based on actual 1984 information.

Like the ccse of ALLTEL, to the extent that General is
concerned that private line and foreign exchange or special

access revenues have not been included in the information filed

by South Central Bell, then General should exercise its option to
seek an audit pursuant to the Commission' Interim Order oC

December 29, 1983. In the event General discovers that private
line and foreign exchange or special access revenues have not

been included in the information, then General should provide a

report to the Commission concerni.ng its findings.

However, in view of the point raised by General, as well

as similar points raised by other parties in this case, the Com-

mission will indicate that it is of the opinion that interLATA

and intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special access
revenues should be inc1uded in the information fi led by South

Central Bell. Therefore, to the extent that interLATA and intra-
LATA private line and foreign exchange or special access revenues

have not been included in the information filed by South Central

Bell, then South Central Bell should file revised information

that includes interLATA and intraLATA private line and foreign

exchange or special access revenues.

In addition, concerning the information contained in the

tables attached to the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984,
General states that the amount of interLATA network compensation

stated in Table 2, interLATA Access Compensation and Revenue
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Requirement, is incorrect. General advises the Commission that

the amount of network compensation stated in Table 2 represents

revenue from a lease agreement(s) executed with AT@T on December

29, 1983, and January 12, 1984, respectively, and later revised

sometime in August 1984 to include a "true-up" clause. Fur-42

thermore, General advises that neither of these lease agreements

was site specific and that a pending lease agreement will be site
specific and 'change the [interLATA] network compensation to

General by a significant amount." Therefore, General requests

that Table 2 be revised to reflect both the reconciliation of its
interLATA network compensation required in the Commission's Order

of November 20, 1984, and, also, "adjusted for the known effect
of the 1985 site specific lease amount."

As indicated above, the Commission vill not make any cor-

rections to the tables attached to its Order of November 20,

1984, at this time, pending the availability of final 1984 access

compensation and revenue requirements information. Nonetheless,

the Commission reminds General that it is still General's respon-

sibility to file the reconciliation of its 1984 interLATA network

compensation required in the Commission's Order of November 20,

42 It should be noted that these lease agreements are the subject
of another case before the Commissions Case No. 8998, Appl i-
cation of General Telephone Company of Kentucky and AT&T Com-
munications of the South Central States, Inc., for Approval of
the Lease of Certain Property to ATILT Communications of the
South Central States, Inc.
General's petition for rehearing, page 3.



1984. Also, the Commission vill advise General that to the

extent that General believes that its 1984 interLATA network

compensation should be adjusted to reflect known and
measurable'hanges

that will occur in 1985, then General should file an

appropriate petition vith the Commission. The Commission vill
dispose of such a petition at that time, on its ovn merits, and

incorporate its findings as appropriate and in a timely vay.

In addition, concerning the tables attached to the Commis-

sion's Order of November 20, 1984, General states that the amount

of intraLATA network compensation and administrative expense

stated in Table 4, XntraLATA Access Compensation and Revenue

Requirement, is based on "a preliminary number vhich should be

corrected to reflect the latest information." Furthermore,

General states that the amount of its 1984 settlements using 1983

settlement methodology stated in Table 4 "does not include

private line revenue requirement." This reiterates a point

that has already been discussed.

Again, as indicated above, the Commission will not make

any corrections to the tables attached to its Order of November

20, 1984, at this time, pending the availability of final 1984

access compensation and revenue requirements information. To the

45 At this point. the Commission vill note that the site specific
lease agreement with AT&T discussed in General's petition and
on vhich General bases its claim for a "knovn and measurable
adjustment was filed with the Commission on January 11, 1985,
in Case No. 8998.

46 Ibid.
Ibid.
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extent that intraLATA network compensation and administrative

expense is based on a "preliminary number," it should be adjusted

as final 1984 access compensation and revenue requirement infor-

mation is filed by South Central Bell and, as with all such in-

formation, is subject to the possibility of an audit as allowed

in the Commission's Interim Order of December 29, 1983.

Second, among the issue areas in General's petition for

rehearing, General states that an ordering paragraph in the Com-

mission's Order of November 20, 1984, concerning interLATA and

intraLATA access cotnpensation and revenue requirements 48

"contains improper terminology, is otherwise ambiguous and is
incomplete ." According to General, the ordering paragraph

correlates "revenue requirements" and "revenues," and "Revenue

Requirements and revenues are not synonymous." Also, according

to General, the ordering paragraph is "unclear as to the precise
nature of the information upon which these revenue requirements

are to be based'nd "fails to recognise the necessity which

exists for proper identification of components of the total
interLATA and intraLATA revenue requirements by revenue

48 That isi "IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that interLATA and intraLATA
revenue requirements for this case shall be based upon 1984
settlements using 1983 settlement methodology." Order,
November 20, 1984, page 88.

49 General's petition for rehearing, page 3.
Ibid., pages 3-4.

51 Ibid., page 4.
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sources, which may change, as in the case of its lease

agreement with AT&T. Therefore, General requests that the

ordering paragraph be modified aS fOllOWS:

The interLATA revenue requirement to be used
for development of tariffs required to be filed by
this OK'der, and the intraLATA revenue requirement
to be used for intraLATA pool settlements in 1985,
shall be based upon the most current 1984 informa-
tion available using 1983 settlement methodology,
Any allocation of the total interLATA or intrat.ATA
revenue requirement to revenue sources shall recog-
nize any known and measurable changes ig revenue
sources which will be in effect in 1985

'he

commission is of the opinion that the ordering para-

graph in its Order of november 20, 1984, challenged by General,

is sufficient to the determination of access compensation and

revenue requirements under the compensation plan outlined in the

Order and should not be modified as requested by General.

General is the only party in the case to request a change

in any ordering language, and it appears from the suggested lan-

guage that General seeks authority to admit 'known and measura-

ble adjustments to its access compensation and revenue require-

ments that might occur in 1985. No such adjustments are a part
of the record in this case and may be extraneous to 1984 histor i-
cal experience, which the Commission has used to determine base-

line access compensation and revenue requirements. Zn the

absence of any evidentiary showing, the Commission can make no



determination relative to known and measurable ad)ustments and

will not grant open-ended authority to admit such ad)ustments.

Also, General is correct to recognize that the Commission

correlates "revenues and 'revenue requirements'n its Order of
November 20, 1984, and that. revenues and revenue requirements are

not the same, at least in terms of conventional regulatory under-

standing. The fact that the Commission used the conjunctive form

"access compensation and revenue requirements" in its Order of
November 20, 1984, highlights the lack of intrastate access ser-
vices cost information and, thus, the extent to which "access

compensation" must act as a surrogate for revenue requirements."

In the absence of ir trastate access services cost information,

the only reasonable basis on whi.ch the Commission could make

access compensation and revenue requirements determinations was

revenue stability, which was an essential feature of the Commis-

sion's Interim order of December 29, 1984. As intrastate access

services cost information becomes available, the Commission will

be in a position to deviate from the criterion of revenue stabil-
ity and consider intrastate access services investment, expenses,

and rate of return to determine access compensation and revenue

requirements.



Third, among the issue areas in General's petition for
54rehearing, General states that another ordering paragraph in

the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, should be modified .
Specifically, General objects to the requirement that local

exchange carriers file a statement of agreement to participate in

the intraLATA compensation plan outlined in the Order. General

states that to the extent that this ordering paragraph requires

an agreement between General and other local exchange carriers to
participate in the intraLATA compensation plan, General believes

it would be inappropriate {and perhaps illegal). . .." General

further explains that its objection to the ordering paragraph is
not intended "to suggest that the Commission may not order those

parties (local exchange carriers] to participate in such a plan

fintraLATA compensation plan] ".56 Neither, does General'

objection to the ordering paragraph "suggest that it would be

inappropriate for General {or any other local exchange carrier)
to advise the Commission of its intent to participate in a plan

established by the Commission." Nonetheless, General requests

that the ordering paragraph,

That. isa "IT Is FURTHER 0RDERED that uPon the Commission's54
approval of the intraLATA compensation agreement ordered
above, all local exchange carriers except Cincinnati Bell
shall f ile with the Commission a statement of agreement to
participate in the intraLATA compensation plan." Order,
November 20, 1984, page 91.

55 General's petition for rehearing, pages 4-5.
Ibid ., page 5.
Ibid.



.be modified (l) to eliminate the requirement
that General and other local exchange carriers file
a 'statement of agreement to participate" in the
plan; and (2) to only require that local exchange
carriers notify the Commission of their intent to
participate58 in the plan established by the
Commission.

The Commission vill grant General's request to modify the

ordering paragraph so as to eliminate the requirement that local
exchange carriers file a statement of agreement to participate in

the intraLATA compensation plan. However, the Commission vill
require instead that local exchange carriers notify the Commis-

sion of their intent to participate in the intraLATA compensation

plan for the record in this case.
In the opinion of the Commission, its Order of November

20, 1984, is sufficient ta establish the intraLATA compensation

plan and all local exchange carriers must comply with the Order.

Furthermore, as has been indicated elsewhere in this Order, the

commission intends to participate in and exercise its regulatory

authority relative to the intraE.ATA compensation plan.
Independent Telephone Group

The Independent Telephone Group requested further hearing

in three general issue areas concerning access compensation and

revenue requirements in its application for rehearing.

The Commission is of the opinion that the issues raised by

the Independent Telephone Group concerning access compensation

and revenue requirements can be addressed through discussion and

clarificatian in this 6rder. Therefore, the Cammissian vill not

Ibid.
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grant rehearing on the issues raised by the Independent Telephone

Group concerning access compensation and revenue requirements.

First, among the general issues concerning access compen-

sation and revenue requirements in the Independent Telephone

Group's application for rehearing, the Independent Telephone

Group requests that the Commission reconsider its determination

"that interLATA and intraLATA revenue requirements for this case

shall be based on 1984 settlements using 1983 settlement method-

a59

The Independent Telephone Group states that the informa-

tion on which the Coaunission based its determinations of access

compensation and revenue requirements "did not separate certain

revenue requirements nor did it list the categories for revenues

from some local exchange carriers in order ta properly separate

revenue requirements as to private line and switched access.'60

Also, the information 'did not provide a section to account for

Feature Group A and 8 revenues which would have an impact on

intrastate revenue requirements." Thus, the Independent Tele-

phone Croup requests that the information be revised to

59 Independent Telephane Group's application for rehearing, page
1

60 Ibid., page 3. Although its petition is not explicit, as in
the cases of Continental and General, presumably, the Inde-
pendent Telephone Group intends to include intraLATA foreign
exchange in its discussion af private line or special access.
Ibid.



separate switched access from special access and also should

list all revenues on an intrastate basis. ~62

As touched upon in the case of General, the Commission is
of the opinion that the suggestion made by the Independent Tele-

phone Group is reasonable and that South Central Bell should file
revised information concerning interLATA and intraLATA access

compensation and revenue requirements, as necessary, to include

and separate private line and foreign exchange or special access
and switched access xevenues. The information should be sepax'at-

ed according to revenue categories: that is, at least, according

to interLATA s~itched access and special access revenues, intra-
LATA switched access and special access xevenues, including pxi-

vate line and foxeign exchange revenues, intraLATA netwoxk cost,
interLATA network lease revenues, as appropriate, intraLATA

administration expense, intraLATA operator services and directory

assistance revenues, intraLATA residual distributions, and other

categories that may be required to develop complete access com-

pensation and revenue requirements.

Also, the Independent Telephone Group is correct to note a

problem relative to Feature Group A and B compensation. Feature

Group A and 8 connections allow interexchange carriers to termi-

nate both interstate and intrastate interLATA calls at any loca-
tion within a LATh. In cases where such calla are canpleted

62 Ibid. This statement suggests that the Independent Telephone
Group is somewhat misinformed. The information on which the
Commission based its determinations of access compensation and
revenue requirements was stated on an intrastate basis.



reithin the territory of a connecting local exchange carrier, no

revenue problem exists, since such a local exchange carrier is
compensated through Feature Group h and B rates. In cases where

such calls are completed in the territory of a non-connecting

local exchange carrier, a revenue problem arises, since such a

local exchange carrier is not compensated in any +ay.
The Feature croup A and B compensation problem results

from the carrier access billing system in use among the local

exchange cariiers. Although the carrier access billing system is
able to identify call terminations for the purpose of interex-

change carrier billing, at the present time it is unable to
separate the same call terminations by local exchange carrier.
Thus, all Feature Group A and 8 revenues default to the connect-

ing local exchange carrier.
The Feature Group A and 8 compensation problem is further

complicated by rate structure. Under interim access services

rates in effect under authority of the Commission since January

1, 1984, Feature Group A and B rates are charged per call. Under

permanent access services rates scheduled to be effective on

April 1, 1985, Feature Group A and B rates vill be charged on a

flat rate p)sn, hasod on an assumed usage level of 9,000 minutes

per month. Thus, in order to separate Feature Group A and 8 com-

pensation among the local exchange carriers, flat rate revenues

must be converted to a usage basis.
The Commission vill not make a determination concerning

Feature Group A and B compensation at this time. Instead, the

Commission will require South Central Bell, as intraLATA pool



administrator, to file a Feature Group A and S compensation plan,

including a detailed analysis of revenue impact, at such time as

South Central Sell can develop a plan and the related informa-

tion.
In addition to its request for separated access compensa-

tion and revenue requirement information, and its statement of

the Feature Group A and 8 compensation problem, the Independent

Telephone Group advised the Commission that local exchange carri-
ers "had tentatively agreed to a settlement distribution plan for
1985 which could greatly simplify the Commission's order as to

the distribution of intraLATA funds. Also, the Independent~63

Telephone Group suggests that 'the Commission should allow us to

proceed so as not to disrupt cash flows or budgeting figures."

No intraLATA canpensation agreement such as that referred

to by the Independent Telephone Group has been presented to the

Commission for its review and approval, prior to the Commission's

Order of November 20, 1984, even though its intended effect may

have been to supersede the "Interim Compensation Annex to the

Agreement to provide Telecommunications Services and Facilities,
approved by the Commission in its Interim Order of December 29,
1983. All local exchange carriers sub]ect to the )urisdiction of

the Commission should he aware that any intraf.ATA compensation

agreement or other contracts that they enter into among

Ibid., pages 3-4.
Ibid., page 4 ~



themselves or with their customers are subject to the review and

prior approval of the Commission.

The Commission does not object to local exchange carriers
developing and concurring with an intraLATA compensation agree-

ment, so long as it conforms to the provisions of the Commis-

sion's Order of November 20, 1984, and is fi.led with the Commis-

sion for its review and prior approva1. Indeed, as discussed in

the case of hKLTEL, in its Order of November 20, 1984, the Com-

mission ordered south central BeII, as intraLATA pool administra-

tor, to develop and file an intraLATA compensation agreement, and

technical description to replace the interim compensation plan.

These documents are now a part of the record in this case. The

Commission will allow all parties in this case the opportunity to
review and comment on the intraLATA compensation agreement prior

to its approvals

Also, as discussed in the case of ALLTEL all essential
feature of both the Commission's Interim Order of December 29,
1983, and its Order of November 20, 1984, ie reVenue Stability
among the local exchange carriers. The intraLATA compensation

plan outlined in the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984,

provides revenue stability and will not disrupt "cash flows" or

"budgeting figures, as suggested by the Independent Telephone

Group, since baseline access compensation and revenue require-

ments in 1984 are at least equivalent to 1984 settlements using

1983 settlement methodology.

In addition to its request that the local exchange carri-
ers be allowed to develop an intraLATA compensation agreement



apart from Commission review and approval, the Independent Tele-

phone Group states that it is "concerned about the revenue

requirements for the average schedule settlement companies

indicating that South Central Bell had estimated average schedule

access compensation and revenue requirements based on third guar-

ter 1983 average schedule settlements inflated by a 6 percent

gz owth factor to s imula te min imum 1984 access compensation and

revenue requirements. According to the Independent Telephone

Group, access compensation and revenue requirements determined in

this manner cannot be "considered representative of message

volumes during 1984 and should be revised based on a settlement

per message applied to the number of l984 messages."„67

The Independent Telephone Group is correct relative to the

manner in which l984 settlements using 1983 settlement methodalo-

gy were estimated at the time of the Commission's Interim Order

of December 29, 1983. This estimate was used to determine mini-

mum access compensation and revenue requirements in the Interim

Order and the basis on which the Commission ordered that 'make-

whole" payments be made to local exchange carriers.
Unlike the Commission's Interim Order of December 29,

1983, access compensation and revenue requirements discussed in

66 Interim Compensation Annex to the Agreement for the Provision
of Telecommunications services and Facilities, November 30,
1983, page 2.

67 Independent Telephone Group's application for rehearing, pages4-5.



the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, were not determined

on the basis of estimated 1984 settlements using 1983 settlements

methodo2.ogy. Instead, as discussed elsewhere in this Order,

access compensation and revenue requirements were based on infor-

mation concerning interLATA and intraLATA access compensation and

revenue requirements in 1984 under the interim compensation plao:

that is, revenues from interim interLATA access services rates

and intraLATA pool compensation, including make-whole'ayments

and residual disbursements. In this manner, the Commission

determined baseline 1984 access compensation and revenue require-

ments in 1984 at least equivalent to 1984 settlements using 1983

settlement methodology.

The commission vill not revise 1984 settlements using 1983

settlements methodology, as the Independent Telephone Group

requests. On the one hand, the Commission will not revise the

1983 message volumes used to simulate minimum 1984 access compen-

sation and revenue requirements in its Interim Order of December

29, 1983. Such action is not necessary under the Commission's

Order of November 20, 1984. Neither will the Commission extend

the approach used in its Interim Order of December 29, 1983, and

use 1984 message volumes to simulate minimum 1985 access compen-

sation and revenue requirements, and, thus, order further "make-

whole payments. Such an action would continue a system of set-
tlements that was abolished in the Commission's Order of December

29, 1983

In addition to its request that the Commission revise 1984

settlements using 1983 settlements methodology, the Independent
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Telephone Group also observes that the Commission did not add

average cost schedule local exchange carrier official toll,
uncollectibles, and interexchange carrier access billing expenses

to its determinations of access compensation and revenue require-

ments and requests that [i]ndependent company official toll,
uncollectible expenses and carrier access billing expenses should

be added to this [1984] settlement figure to arrive at the proper

1984 revenue requirement for average schedule settlement

compan ies ."68

The Commiss ion will not mod i fy i ts Order of November 20,

1984, to add official toll, uncollectibles, or interexchange

carrier access billing expenses, at least at this time, and,

especially, in the absence of a specific evidentiary showing that

any such ad)ustment is necessary to the financial integrity of

local exchange carriers under its )urisdiction.

Official toll expense may be related to either interstate

or intrastate services. Furthermore, in the intrastate environ-

ment, it may be related to local service, toll service, or any

other lines of business in which a local exchange carrier might

engage. At the present time, official toll expense can be recog-

nised on a market basis: that is, it results from interstate and

intrastate interLATA or intraLATA markets toll charges. No

information is available that allocates official toll expense

according to lines of business. Therefore, in the opinion of the

Commission, until such time as information i,s available that

IbM., page 5.
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allocates official toll expense according to lines of business,

market assignment is the only reasonable basis on which to
recover official toll expense.

En the opinion of the Commission, interstate official toll
expense should be assigned to the interstate market and recovered

in the interstate jurisdiction through access services rates

applicable to the interstate environment. Therefore, insofar as

interstate access services rates may be inadequate to recover

interstate official toII expense, local exchange carriers should

seek an adjustment in interstate access services rates from the

FCC.

Likewise, the Commission is of the opinion that intrastate
interLATA official toll expense should be assigned to the inter-

LATA market and recovered in the interLATA market through access

services rates applicable to the interLATA market. Therefore,
insofar as intrastate intexLATA access services rates may be

inadequate to recover interLATA official toll expense, local

exchange carriers should seek an adjustment of interLATA access

services rates from the Commission. Of course, as discussed

elsewhere in this Order, the opportunity to recover intrastate
interLATA official toll expense in this manner is contingent on

the development of intrastate access services cost information.

In the case of intrastate intraLATA official toll expense,

the Commission will take notice of the fact that at the present

time intraLATA official toll calls are not billed among local
exchange carriers and official toll revenues are not reported to
the intraLATA pool. Therefore, until such time as intrastate



intraLATA official toll calls are billed and OffiCial tOll

revenues are reported to the intraLATA pool, intraLATA official
toll expense does not represent a cost of business that requires

a change in the intraLATA compensation plan.

Furthermore, on the subject of intrastate intraLATA offi-
cial toll, the Commission is of the opinion that intraLATA offi-
cial toll calls should be billed and that intraLATA official toll
revenue should be reported to the intraLATA pool, and that, upon

such billing and reporting, intraLATA official toll expense

should be recovered from the intraLATA pool. In the opinion of

the Commission, such billing and reporting of intraLATA official
toll vill encourage cost control among local exchange carriers.
Therefore, the Commission will require South Central Bell, as

administrator of the intraLATA pool, to develop and file an

intraLATA official toll compensation plan with the Commission,

including a detailed analysis of revenue impact, at such time as

South Central Bell can develop a plan and the related

information.

I.astly, on the sub)ect of both intrastate interLATA and

intraLATA official toll, the Commission will take notice of the

fact that total intrastate official toll expense is embedded in

1984 settlements using 1983 settlements methodology. Thus, it
appears that the Independent Telephone Group requests that the

Commission recognise not only embedded official toll expense,

but, also, an additional official toll expense at least equal to
the embedded official toll expense. This the Commission vill not

doe



Interstate uncollectibles and interexchange carrier access
billing expenses have been recognized in interstate access

services rate development. Thus, to the extent that a local

exchange carrier adopts either National Exchange Carrier Associa-

tion access services rates or its own interstate access services
rates in the intrastate interLATA market, and to the extent that

intrastate interLATA uncollectibles and interexchange carrier
billing expenses approximate interstate expenses, then the local
exchange carrier should recover these expenses in the interstate

and intrastate interLATA markets through its access services

rates. However, in the event that a local exchange carrier can

demonstrate that its access services rates do not, recover either
interstate or intrastate interLATA uncollectibles and interex-

change carrier access billing expenses, then the local exchange

carrier should seek an adjustment in interstate access services

rates from the FCC and an adjustment in intrastate interLATA

access services rates from this Commission.

As in the case of intrastate official toll expense, total
intrastate uncollectibles expense--that is, intrastate interLATA

and intraLATA uncollectibles expense--is embedded in 1984 settle-
ments using 1983 settlements methodology. Also, as in the case

of intrastate official toll expense, it appears that the

Independent Telephone Group requests that the Commission

recognize not only total intrastate embedded uncollectibles

69 The embedded uncollectibles expense in the 1984 settlements
using 1983 settlements methodology is 1.98 percent of billtoll revenue.
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expense ~ as we 11 as unco1 1ectibles expense as recognized in

interstate access services rates applied to the intrastate
interLATA market, but, also, an additional uncollectibles expense

at least equal to total intrastate embedded uncollectibles
expense. Again, this the Commission will not do.

In addition to its request that the Commission add average

cost schedule official toll, uncollectibles, and interexchange

carrier billing expenses to its determinations of access compen-

sation and revenue requirements, the Independent Telephone Group

advises the Commission that average cost schedule private line
revenue requirements were not shown on the exhibit originally

filed by South Central Sell." Also, the Independent Telephone

Group states that if average cost schedule "private line

settlements are allowed to be administered separately outside the

intraLATA pool, then they would not have to be reported on a

revised exhibit." And, the Independent Telephone Group

requests that "the Commission remove the special access from the

intraLATA pool and allow it to be administered separately so as

not to distort switched access in the intraLATA
environment.'he

question of whether private line and foreign exchange

or special access revenues should or should not be included in

7Q Independent Telephone Group's application for rehearing, page5. Although its application is not specific, as in the cases
of Continental and General, presumably, the Independent
Telephone Group intends to include intraLATA foreign exchange
in its discussion of private line or special access.
Ibid.
Ibid ~



the Commission's determinations concerning access compensation

and revenue requirements has been discussed in the case of
General. Specifically, the Commission is af the apinian that
private line and foreign exchange ar special access revenues

should be included.

Also, the question of whether private line and foreign

exchange or special access compensation should or should not be

separate from other intraLATA pool compensation has been dis-
cussed in the case of Continental. specifically, the Cananissian

will allow private line and foreign exchange or special access
compensation to occur on a sepaxate basis.

In addition to its comments cancerning private line and

foreign exchange or special access xevenues and compensation, the

Independent Telephone group states that,
The Commission seems to grant preferable conditions
ta the cost settlement companies when. . .it states
that the Commission vill establish interLATA and
intraLATA revenue requirements based on 1984 set-
tlements using 1983 settlement methodalogy as
repoxted by South Centxal Bell in response to the
Commission's Order of December 29, l983 except in
the cases of Cincinnati Bell, General, and South
Central Bell where information is available that
permits adjustments >)a interLATA and intraLATA
revenue requirements.

The Independent Telephone Group further states that the

Commission "seems ta indicate that those companies and only those

companies will be allowed to increase their revenue requirements

based on increased investments or expenses and that if the

Ibid., pages 5-6.
Ibid
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Commisssion is willing to allow increases for the cost settlement

eoepanies, that it allow increases in the surrogate 1983 average

schedules as well."
Apparently, the Independent Telephone Group misunderstands

the Commission' actions in its Order of November 20, 19&4, con-

cerning Cincinnati Bell', General', and South Central Bell'
access compensation and revenue requirements. Ad)ustments were

made to interLATA access compensation and revenue requirements in

these cases. No adjustments were made to intraLATA access com-

pensation and revenue requirements in these cases.
The adjustments to interLATA access compensation and reve-

nue requirements made in the cases of Cincinnati Bell, General,

and south Central Bell were not based on any changes in invest-

ment or expenses. Instead, the adjustments to interLATA access

compensation and revenue requirements were based on analyses of

lost toll revenue due to the introduction of interLATA markets

—that is, essentially, on a cost schedule basis, 1984 interLATA

settlements using 19&3 settlements methodology. No average cost
schedule local exchange carriers filed similar analyses, leaving

the Commission only absolute 1984 interLATA revenues as the basis
for determining average cost schedule interLATA access
compensation and revenue requirements ~ In any eventt whether on

a cost schedule or average cost schedule basis, the combination

of interLATA and intraLATA revenues generates baseline 19&4

access compensation and revenue requirements at least equivalent

75 Z bid,



to 1984 settlements using 1983 settlement methodology. Thus,

both in the case of cost schedule and average cost schedule local
exchange carriers, the Commission assured the objective of
revenue stability stated in its Order of December 29, 1983.

Also, the Commission did not intend to indicate in its
Order ot November 20, 1984> that only cost schedule local
exchange carriers could increase access compensation and revenue

requirements. Any local exchange carrier may petition the Com-

mission at any time for an adjustment in access compensation and

revenue ~equirements. However, any such petition must be accom-

panied by specific evidentiary showing, including intrastate

access services cost information.

Second, among the general issue areas concerning access

compensation and revenue requirements in the Independent Tele-
phone Group's application for rehearing, the Independent Tele-

phone Group requests that the Commission reconsider its determi-

nation that,
.intraLATA pool compensation should take place

in the following sequence. First, recovery of each
LEC's Access Service Tariff Traffic Sensitivet,]
Billing a Collection and Special Access Rates,
second, for cost schedule companies intraLATA
network and administrative expense reimbursement,
and third, an LEC specific intraLATA CCLC type com-
pensation rate designed to residua)ky match each
LEC's intraLATA revenue requirement.

The Independent Telephone Group further states that the

commission should allow local exchange carriers to develop and

implement their own intraLATA compensation plan and that < in the

Ibid., page 2.
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event the Commission does not allow local exchange carriers to
develop and implement their own intraLATA compensation plan, the

Independent Telephone Group is concerned that once the recoveries

that the Commission has allowed from the pool are completed there

will not be any residual or possibly even a negative residual. Q 77

Also, the Independent Telephone Group states that, in the event a

negative residual occurs, it "disagrees that there would be any

)ustification for network companies being guaranteed a rate of

return (12.75%) that may well be in excess of the rate of return

vhich the pool expex iences as a whole or the rate of retuxn for

the prior year. The Independent Telephone Group concludes

that it "sees no reason for the network type companies to be

guaranteed larger rates of return on network investments while

the smaller, rural independent companies vill not be guaranteed

any rate of return out of the intraLATA pool." Therefore, the

Independent Telephone Group recommends that "the Commission

consider allowing the network companies to recover only their

achieved x'ate of retux ns f rom the pr ior year on their network

investments.

The sequence of intraLATA pool compensation specified in

the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, resembles the gener-

al operation of the intraLATA pool under the interim compensation

77 Ibid., page 7.
78 Ibid

Ibid.
Ibid



plan. That is, under the interim compensation plan, local

exchange carriers receive intraLATA pool compensation for message

and wide area toll services, customer toll billing expenses„ toll
private line and foreign exchange or special access services,

toll operator services and directory assistance. Also, local
exchange carriers receive intraLATA pool compensation for toll
network and administrative expenses. In addition, local exchange

carr iers receive "make-whole" payments as necessary. And, last-

ly, local exchange carriers receive residual payments.

Xn setting a sequence of intraLATA pool compensation, the

Commission set intraLATA pool compensation priorities, which, in

the opinion of the Commission, are reasonable priorities and

should not be changed, except to acknowledge that the Commission

will allow private line and foreign exchange or special access

compensation to occur separate from other intraLATA pool

compensation.

The Independent Telephone Group's ob)ection to the

sequence of intraLATA pool canpensation specified in the Commis-

sion's Order of November 2D, 1984, seems to be incidental to its
primary concerns that is, that after intraLATA pool compensation

related to traffic sensitive rate elements, customer billing and

collections, and network and administrative expenses occurs,

there may not be any funds available for residual compensation,

or, in the worst case, there may be a negative residual in the

intraLATA pool. The Commission acknowledged this possibility in

the Order. However, at the same time, the Commission sought to

assure the integrity of the intraLATA pool in stating that,
-56-



.it is incumbent upon SCB to certify to the
Commission that its toll service schedules generate
funds sufficient to meet the intraLATA revenue
requirement stated in this Order. In the event
that a significant. difference exists, toll sergfce
schedule rate adjustments may be in order.

The information required by the Order and necessary to the

evaluation of funds available for intraLATA pool compensation has

been filed by South Central Bell and is now a part of the record

in this case. The Commission will allow all local exchange car-
riers the opportunity to review and comment on the information.

Comments should be filed with the Commission within 20 days from

the date of this Order. In the event that the Commission

receives comments that require either a formal conference or a

hearing, such a formal conference or hearing may be scheduled.

The Independent Telephone Group's conditional objection to
network local exchange carriers receiving a 12.75 percent rate of
return on network investment in the event of a negative residual

in the intraLATA pool is misplaced . All local exchange carriers
receive rates of return from the intraLATA pool.

Interstate access services rates include a 12.75 percent
rate of return. Likewise, insofar as local exchange carriers
adopt either National Exchange Carrier Association access ser-
vices rates or their own interstate access services rates for use

in the intrastate interLATA market, then intrastate interLATA

access services rates also include a 12.75 percent rate of return

in the intrastate interLATA market.

81 Order. November 20, 1984, page 55.
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In terms of intraLATA pool compensation, since intrastate

interLATA traffic sensitive rate elements are used to recover

revenues from the intraLATA message and wide area telecommunica-

tions pool and include a 12.75 percent rate of return, intraLATA

message and wide area telecommunications pool compensation

includes a 12.75 percent rate of return.

In the case of cost schedule local exchange carriers,
intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special access
pool coepensation includes a 10.86 percent rate of return, based

on 1983 cost schedule settlements. In the case of average cost

schedule local exchange carriers, the rate of return included in

intraLATA private line and foreign exchange or special access

pool compensation is unknown, although it is embedded in the 1966

private line cost. schedule and is probably less than 10.86

percent.

Like intraLATA message and wide area telecommunications

pool compensation, intraLATA network cost includes a rate of

return of 12.75 percent. Although the Independent Telephone

Group now ob)ects to this rate of return, it did not do so at the

time of the Commission's Interim Order of December 29, 1983, when

it was allowed under the interim compensation plan. At this

time, the Commission sees no reason to modify intraLATA network

cost rate of return.

IntraLATA administrative expense does not include a rate
of return. Neither does any residual compensation from the

intraLATA pool include a rate of return. In the opinion of the
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Commission, neither administrative expense nor residual compensa-

tion should include a rate of return.

In the absence of intrastate access services cost informa-

tion neither the Commission nor any local exchange carrier can

determine the overall rate of return achieved by the intraLATA

pool or the overall rate of return achieved by any local exchange

carrier on either interLATA or intraLATA access services. At

this time, on the basis of available information, the most that

the Commission can do and has done is recognize rate of return

camponents in access services rates and under cost schedule and

average cost schedule settlements.

Third, among the general issues concerning access compen-

sation and revenue requirements in the Independent Telephone
Group's application for rehearing, the Independent Telephone

Group requests that the Commission reconsider its determination

"that the make whole compensation mechanism be discontinued in

the intraLATA access compensation plan."„82

Specifically:
The Independent Telephone Group suggests that the
make whole canpensation mechanism was a necessary
part of the interim plan because South Central Bell
is the only party (along with Commission approval)
that controls toll rate schedules within the Com-
monwealth. Xf toll revenues within the pool are
not sufficient to meet all the revenue requirementsit is the direct responsibility of the party filing
the toll rate schedules. If members of the Inde-
pendent Telephone Group have no control over those
schedules, they also )ave no control over the reve-
nue within the pool.

82 Independent Telephone Group's application for rehearing, page
2

83 Ibid., page 8.



In lieu of "make-whole'ayments, the Independent Tele-

phone Group recommends that,
.the Commission could expand on their require-

ment that South Central Bell certify that suffi-
cient toll revenues will be generated in the fund
to meet all of the revenue requirements of the par-
ticipants at the beginning of the plan. The Com-
mission should require South Central Bell to certi-
fy that revenue requirements will be met with every
toll rate filing South Central Bell makes within
the intrastate environment. . .. The Independent
Group asks that the Commission require South
Central Bell to certify the revenue requirement
achievement for al.l companies out of the intraLATA
pool with any topi rate schedule change South
Central Bell files.
The Commission will not reconsider the elimination of

make-whole" payments. In its Order of November 20, 1984, the

Commission stated that,

.under its interim access compensation plan,
the Commiss ion provided a make-whole compensation
mechanism to assure revenue stability among the
local exchange carriers. In view of the substan-
tial uncertainty concerning revenue requirement at
the time of the Commission's Interim Order, the
make-whole compensation mechanism was a prudent
condition for allowing access service tariffs to
become effective. Under the access compensation
plan outlined in this Order, a make-whole compensa-
tion mechanism is no longer necessary, as 1984
baseline net make-whole compensation has been
incorporated into the intraLA'g revenue requirement
established and stated above.

Insofar as 1984 "make-whole" payments have been included

in local exchange carrier access compensation and revenue

requirements, the Commission has assured revenue stability, at
least from an historical baseline. Furthermore, as discussed

Ibid ~

85 Order, November 20, 1984, page 56.
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above, the Commission has required South Central Bell to file
information to assure that its tell schedules meet intraLATA

access canpensation and revenue requirements discussed in the

Commission's Order of November 20, 1984. The information has

been filed and is now a part of the record in this case. The

Commission will allow local exchange carriers to review and

comment on the information, as indicated above.

In the future, it vill be incumbent on local exchange

carriers to scrutinize toll schedule rate adjustments and partic-
ipate in any such proceedings before the Commission, in order to
express their interest. However, at the same time, the Commis-

sion will acknowledge the recommendation made by the Independent

Telephone Group and require South Central Bell to detail the rev-

enue impact on intraLATA pool compensation of any toll schedule

rate adjustment that it might file.
South Central Bell

South Central Bell discussed intraLATA pool compensation

and requested reconsideration or clarification on tvo issues

concerning access compensation and revenue requirements in its
petition for rehearing.

Pirst, South Central Be11 states the position that 'intra-
LATA pool settlements are a matter of contractual agreement

between the local exchange companies and thus are outside the

jurisdiction of the Commission. . .." At the same time, South

Central Sell acknowledges that the intraLATA "pool compensation

86 South Central Bell's petition for rehearing, page 9.
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plan ordered by the Commission generally conforms with the

agreement reached by the LECs. a87

South Central Bell further explains that

The LECs had negotiated an access charge set-
tlement plan to eliminate the make-whole mechanism
and distribute residual revenues based on propor-
tionate LEC access lines. Under that plan the
independents would have used company-specific,
make-whole CCL rates similar to the approach con-
tained in the Order. However, the Company had
agreed in those negotiations to use for its CCL
rate, the average of the independent cog@any CCL
rates rather than its own make-whole rate.
As discussed in the cases of General and the Independent

Telephone Group, to the extent that local exchange carriers have

negotiated an intraLATA compensation plan to replace the interim

compensation plan approved in the Ccmmission's Interim Order of

December 29, l983, they have to do so with the knowledge or par-

ticipation of the Commission.

In any event, the Commission does not object to local

exchange carriers developing and executing contracts. However,

all local exchange carriers subject to the jurisdiction of the

Commission should be aware that all contracts entered into among

themselves or with their customers are subject to the review and

prior approval of the Commission, and must conform to statutory

requirements, the Commission's administrative regulations, and

Orders of the Commission, as appropriate.

Ibid

Ibid.
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In the case of the intraLATA compensation plan, this means

that any agreement among local exchange carriers must conform to

the provisions of the Commission's Oxdex of Novembex 20, 1984.

Indeed, as discussed elsewhere in this Order, in its Order of

November 20, 1984, the Commission ordered South Central Bell, as

intraLATA pool administrator, to develop and file an intraLATA

compensation agreement and technical description with the Commis-

sion to replace the interim compensation plan. These documents

are now a part of the record in this case and the Commission will

allow all parties in this case the oppoxtunity to review and

comment on the intraLATA compensation agreement prior to its
approval, as indicated elsewhere in this Order.

The Commission is pleased that the intraLATA pool compen-

sation agreement reached by the local exchange carriers generally

conforms to the plan outlined in the Commission's Order of Novem-

ber 20, 1984. Nonetheless, to the extent that the agreement

deviates from the Order, it must be revised. Specifically, based

on South Central Bell's comments, the Commission will not allow

South Central Bell to use an average of all other local exchange

carriers'esidual rates as its own residual rate. Such an

approach would not accurately reflect South Central Bell's resid-
ual needs. Instead, South Central Bell must develop a residual

rate specific to the Commission' determination of South Central

Bell's intraLATA access compensation and revenue requirements.
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South Central Bell requests that the Commission reconsider
including private line with other intraLATA pool compensations

The LECs have handled and will continue to handle
these revenues outside the intraLATA pool under
separate agreement. The intraLATA poo1 is current-
ly comprised of NTS (Message Telecommunications
Service] and WATS [Wide Area Telecommunications
Service] revenues only. The Company therefore
requests the deletion of "special access

rates'rom

Qe Commission's description of the intraLATA
pool ~

As discussed in the cases of Continental and the Independ-

ent Telephone Group, the Commission will allow private line and

foreign exchange or special access compensation to occur separate

from other intraLATA pool compensation.

However, as discussed in the cases of General and the

Independent Telephone Group, the Commission is of the opinion

that private line and foreign exchange or special access compen-

sation should be included in the Commission's determinations con-
cerning access compensation and revenue requirements. Therefore,
to the extent that private line and foreign exchange or special
access compensation has not been reflected in the information

filed with the Commission by South Central Bell, the information

should be revised to include private line and foreign exchange or
special access compensation.

89 Although its petition is not explicit, ae in the cases of
Continental, General, and the Independent Telephone Group,
presumably, South Central Bell intends to include intraLATA
foreign exchange in its discussion of private line or special

access'0

South Central Bell's petition for rehearing, page )0 ~



Also, South Central Bell requests that the Commission

allow the local exchange carriers to ad)ust information contained

in Table 4, IntraLATA Access Compensation and Revenue Require-

ment, attached to the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984,

since it contains:
.several mismatches in revenues due to errors

in reporting by LECs or apparent misunderstanding
on the part of the Commission. These include the
omission of 800 service revenues, the inadvertent
inclusion by SCB of four month's private line reve-
nue, and the inclusion of several LECs'nterLATA
special access revenues in residually computing the
make wgple inttaLATA MTS and MATS tevenue tequtne-
ments.

As discussed in the case of General, to the extent that

the information on which the Commission based its determinations

concerning access compensation and revenue requirements in its
Order of November 20, 1984, contains preliminary estimates, omis-

sions, or errors, then South Central Bell should correct the in-

formation, as necessary, sub)ect to the review of the Commission

and audit by other local exchange carriers under the option to

seek an audit pursuant to the Commission's Interim Order of
December 29, 1983.

Rates and Tariffs
ALLTEL and the Independent Telephone Group requested an

extension of time to file tarif fs required in the Commission's

Order of November 20, 1984. These and other extension of time

requests were granted in the Commission's Order of December 20,

1984.

91 Ibid., pages 10-11.



In addition to the extension of time, in its application

for rehearing, the Independent Telephone Group notes that

although the Commission allowed local exchange carriers to adopt

the National Exchange Carrier Association tariff for intrastate

interLATA use, it "failed to specify the effective date of the

latest version of the NECA (National Exchange Carrier Associa-

tion) tariff which it will allow the local exchange carriers to

mirror." Purthermore, the Independent Telephone Group requests

that 'the Commission order LKCs concurring in the intrastate

mirroring of the interstate tariff to do so based on the NECA

Tariff approved and effective on December 1, 1984", because

that version of the National Exchange Carrier Association tariff
reflects the latest cost data available from all the local

exchange carriers utilizing the NECA Tariff."„94

The Commission is not aware of a National Exchange Carrier

Association tariff version "approved and effective" on December

1, 1984. On the other hand, the Commission is aware that the

National Exchange Carrier Association filed an application with

the pcc on or about December 1, 1984, to increase interstate

National Exchange Carrier Association rates, which the FCC

approved on January l5, 1985, with certain modifications. Pre-

sumably, it is the National Exchange Carrier Association tariff

92 Independent Telephone Group's application for rehearing, page
9 ~

Ibid., pages 9-10.
Ibid., page 10 ~
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version filed with the National Exchange Carrier Association rate
application that the Independent Telephone Group asks the Commi.s-

sion to allow local exchange carriers to adopt.

The Commission will deny the Independent Telephone Group's

request that the Commission allow local exchange carriers to

adopt the December 1, 1984, version of the National Exchange Car-

rier Association tariff. Insofar as the December 1, 1984, ver-

sion of the National Exchange Carrier Association tariff includes

interstate rate adjustments that have been neither filed with the

Commi seisin nor ox~mine d by the Commission, the Commission would

be forsaking its statutory responsibilities concerning intrastate

rate adjustments if it allowed the Independent Telephone Group to
adopt the December 1, 1984, version of the National Exchange Car-

rier Association tariff. This the Commission will not do.

As stated elsewhere in this Order, local exchange carriers

under the jurisdiction of the Commission may adopt National

Exchange Carrier Association rates, rules, and regulations for

intr~~t~te interLATA use as effective with the FCC on May 25,

1984, except as certain modifications are required to conform to
the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, and as certain modi-

fications may be required in subsequent Orders of the Commission.

This clarification should eliminate any doubt concerning the

Commission's Order of November 20, 1984, on the matter of the

National Exchange Carrier Association tariff version acceptable

to the Commission.

95 Order, November 70, 1984, d/anussion at pages 58-59, and 68.
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In order that the Commission's intentions concerning
intrastate access services tariffs are as clear as possible to
all parties in this case, the Commission vill reiterate two con-

clusions stated in its Order of November 20, 1984.

First, in no case will the Commission allow intrastate
access services tariffs to cite or reference any other interstate
or intrastate access services tariffs as to rates, rules, and

regulations, unless the cited or referenced access services tar-
iff is also filed and maintained with the Commission.

Second, the Commission will not allow automatic changes to
intrastate access services tariffs rates, rules, and regula-

tions. Any changes to intrastate access services tariffs
rates, rules, and regulations must conform with normal tariff
filing procedures, as stated in the Commission's enabling statute
and in the Commission's administrative regulations.

Cost of Service

In its application for rehearing, the Independent Tele-
phone Group requested that the Commission reconsider its position
concerning intrastate access services cost information, as stated
in the Commission's Order of November 20, 1984 '8

96 Ibid., discussion at pages 62-63.
97 Ibid., discussion at pages 58 and 76.

That is: "The Commission finds that each LEC should develop
company-specific cost information. Absent any showing of
compe11ing circumstances, no T.FC ~hall mak~ any prnposal to
alter or increase the access charge structure and rates
approved herein." Order, November 20, 1984, page 85.
Also, additional discussion may be found at pages 47-4&, and
83-85.



Specifically, the Independent Telephone Group observes

that the Commission ordered local exchange carriers to "immedi-

ately begin developing company specific cost separation
studies," either individually or collectively, "in anticipation
of the time when each LEC may be required to stand alone relative
to the interLATA and intraLATA marketplaces." „100

The Independent Telephone Group objects that while the

Commission discusses company-specific cost information, it seems

to require a cooperative effort that would result in a continua-

tion of average cost schedules. Also, the Independent Telephone

Group objects that the Commission did not provide for the

recovery of cost separations study expenses. And the Independent

Telephone Group objects that cost separations studies would place

an unfair fi.nancial burden on small local exchange carriers.
Therefore, the Independent Telephone Group "asks that the

Commission reverse its requirements that all Local Exchange Car-

riers immediately begin cost separation studies and instead sug-

gest that they begin implementing studies."8101

The Commission will not reverse its position concerning

intrastate access services cost information.

In its Order af November'0, 1984, and in this Order, the

Commission discussed the lack of information concerning

99 Independent Telephone Group's application for rehearing> page10.
100 Ibid., page 11.
101 Ibid., page 12.



intrastate access services cost information and the impact of the

lack of information on access compensation and revenue require-

ments, rate design, and other issues. The situation has not

changed and the Commission is still of the Opinion that intra-

state access services cost information is essential and must be

developed.

In suggesting that local exchange carriers might cooperate

in developing intrastate access services cost information, the

commission noted that "Such a cooperative effort would encourage

administrative efficiency and permit cost sharing among the

Z.ECs w 102 Contrary to the Independent Telephone Group's

interpretation, the Commission did not intend to encourage a

continuation of average cost schedules, either on an intrastate
basis or on an interstate basis, under National Exchange Carrier

Association average cost studies used to support interstate
access services rates. Instead, the Commission intended to
encourage the cooperative development of cost separations

procedures that could be applied to each individual local
exchange carrier's investment and expense circumstances.

The Independent Telephone Group is correct to note that

the Commission did not discuss the recovery of cost separations

study expenses in its Order of November 20, 1984 'owever, to

the extent that cost schedule local exchange carriers now recover

cost separations study expenses through toll and access services

rates, then average schedule local exchange carriers will be

102 Order, November 20, 1984, page 48.
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eligible for expense recovery in the same manner, at such time as

they incur cost separations study expenses.

Finally, the matter of whether cost separations studies

will or will not impose an unfair financial burden on small local
exchange carriers is a matter of evidentiary showing. In the

absence of any specific information, the Commission cannot arrive

at any determination concerning the absolute cost or relative
impact of cost separations studies on any given local exchange

carrier's earnings.

Findings and Orders

Having considered the evidence of recor8 and being

advised, the Commission is of the opinion that for all of the

reasons enumerated herein, the petitions for rehearing not

otherwise addressed in the Commission's Order in this matter

dated February 4, 1985, or clarified in this Order, should be

denied.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the petitions for rehearing

not otherwise addressed in the Commission's Order in this matter

dated February 4, 1985, or clarified in this Order, be and they

hereby are denied.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Commission's Order dated

November 20, 1984, be and it hereby is affirmed in all other

respects.
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Dona at Frankfort, Kentucky, this 15th day February, 1985.

PUBLIC SFRVICE CONNISSION

ioner

ATTESTs

Secretary


